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A Simple Salad with a Fancy Flair 
By Susie Iventosch

Salad with goat cheese-stuffed artichoke 
bottoms Photos Susie Iventosch 

Sometimes you just want something a little bit 
fancy to serve for salad, especially for a dinner 
party, but you don't necessarily want all that work 
that comes along with making an intricate salad 
when there is still the rest of the meal to worry 
about! This recipe, with the goat-cheese stuffed 
artichoke bottoms, is a great option, because you 
can buy artichoke bottoms all ready to go, either 
canned or frozen, and all you need to do is stuff 
them and broil them. Actually, the hardest part of 
this recipe is not eating all of the prepared stuffed 
artichokes before you serve the salad! They are so 
easy to just gobble down. 

 The marinated mushrooms make an easy, 
light and appetizing hors d'oeuvre, and are really 
fun. Try to find the smallest whole mushrooms you 
can, otherwise you will probably need to quarter or 
halve the mushrooms to make them a good 
appetizer size.  

 Both of these recipes work well for salads or to serve as stand-alone appetizers. They both can 
be made ahead of time and stored in the refrigerator. I originally made the marinated mushrooms 
just as an appetizer, but then decided to throw some on my salad one night and it was fantastic! 

 

Marinated mushrooms with a fresh sprig of rosemary 
 
Salad with Goat Cheese-stuffed Artichoke Bottoms 
By Susie Iventosch
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(Serves 4) 
INGREDIENTS 
5 or 6 ounces of baby greens (or the micro greens from Trader Joe's are wonderful in this recipe) 
16 cherry tomatoes, cut in half (use multiple colors, if you can) 
8 artichoke bottoms (Napoleon packages them in a can, or you may find them frozen, too) 
4 ounces goat cheese 
Dressing 
1/4 cup white wine vinegar 
1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil 
1/2 teaspoon thyme 
Sea salt and pepper to taste 
DIRECTIONS 
Preheat oven to broil. Place artichoke bottoms in a baking dish. Fill cavities with goat cheese. Place 
under broiler for a few minutes, just until cheese is turning golden brown. Remove from oven and 
set aside until ready for dinner. Can be made ahead and refrigerated until ready to serve, but bring 
back to room temp before serving. 
Mix vinegar, olive oil, thyme, sea salt and pepper in a container with a tight-fitting lid. Shake well. 
(Can add a dash of Dijon, if you like a Dijon vinaigrette.) 
Place a large handful of baby or micro greens on the individual salad plates. Arrange two artichoke 
bottoms on greens along with halved cherry tomatoes.  
Drizzle dressing over all.  
*These stuffed artichoke bottoms also make a great hors d'oeuvre; just cut them in halves or 
quarters and serve with toothpicks. 
Marinated Mushrooms 
By Susie Iventosch
INGREDIENTS 
8 ounces white mushrooms (the smaller the size, the better, or else you have to quarter or halve 
them) 
1/2 cup dry white wine 
1/4 cup white wine vinegar 
1 teaspoon sea salt (I use the Himalayan pink salt for this recipe) 
1 sprig-worth of fresh rosemary leaves (stripped from stem) 
1 tablespoon olive oil 
DIRECTIONS 
Clean mushrooms and slice off just the very bottom of the stem, leaving most of the stem intact. 
Dry mushrooms.  
In a sauce pan, bring wine, white wine vinegar and Himalayan pink salt to a boil, and boil just for a 
minute or so, to allow salt to dissolve. Reduce heat and continue to simmer for another 5 minutes 
or so over low heat. Toss in the mushrooms, and continue to simmer for another 4-5 minutes. 
Remove from heat and cool completely. 
Transfer mushrooms along with brine to a container with a lid, and drizzle the olive oil over the top. 
Refrigerate until ready to serve. Serve as an appetizer using toothpicks. 
 
 
 
Reach the reporter at: suziven@gmail.com
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